Integrating lipid screening with ideal cardiovascular health assessment in pediatric settings.
Pediatric lipid screening and management with the aim of reducing and preventing adult disease is an internationally accepted concept, and guidelines have been published in several countries. However, implementation by the practicing pediatric community in the United States has been less than expected and delays have been attributed to uncertainty among providers. Reduced screening rates have also been reported for conditions contributing to arterial wall pathology such as obesity, hypertension, and prediabetes despite accumulating evidence that detection and intervention can lead to risk reversal. Consistent with graded and evidence-based national guidelines for comprehensive cardiovascular risk assessment and management, we present how the American Heart Association ideal cardiovascular health (ICVH) model can be integrated with lipid screening, and how it can be compatible with comprehensive pediatric lipidology practice and enhanced familial hypercholesterolemia detection. Since being introduced and retrospectively validated in adults and children in cross-sectional studies, ICVH evaluates thresholds for seven ideal health metrics representing measurements of obesity, dyslipidemia, diabetes risk, and blood pressure, and includes exercise, diet, and smoking behaviors. When each metric is valued as a point, the maximum health score is 7, but national surveys have shown unacceptable low scores in adolescence. Inverse correlation of scores with arterial structural change supports use of ICVH as a collection of treatable targets forming a cardiovascular prevention construct including and supporting lipid screening in pediatric settings, but implementation in clinical practice requires more expertise and administrative support than lipid screening alone.